
Rheology finds distinct glass and jamming
transitions in emulsions
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We study the rheology of monodisperse and bidisperse emulsions with various droplet sizes (1–2 mm dia-

meter). Above a critical volume fraction fc, these systems exhibit solid-like behavior and a yield stress can

be detected. Previous experiments suggest that for small thermal particles, rheology will see a glass transition

at fc = fg E 0.58; for large athermal systems, rheology will see a jamming transition at fc = fJ E 0.64.

However, simulations point out that at the crossover of thermal and athermal regimes, the glass and

jamming transitions may both be observed in the same sample. Here we conduct an experiment by shearing

four oil-in-water emulsions with a rheometer. We observe both a glass and a jamming transition for our

smaller diameter droplets, and only a jamming transition for our larger diameter droplets. The bidisperse

sample behaves similarly to the small droplet sample, with two transitions observed. Our rheology data are

well-fit by both the Herschel–Bulkley model and the three component model. Based on the fitting para-

meters, our raw rheological data would not collapse onto a master curve. Our results show that liquid–solid

transitions in dispersions are not universal, but depend on particle size.

1 Introduction

Soft amorphous solids include granular materials, foams, and
pastes. These are solid in the sense that they possess a yield
stress: they elastically (reversibly) support a finite stress below
the yield stress, and deform irreversibly if the applied stress
exceeds the yield stress.1 In particular, these materials can
typically support their own weight: you can make a pile of
sand, a pile of shaving cream, or a pile of paste as well. If you
scoop mayonnaise out of a jar, the divot remains for a long
time. A granular material such as sand is comprised of solid
particles, typically mm or larger sized. A colloidal paste is made
from solid particles in a liquid, typically mm size or smaller
(small enough to undergo Brownian motion). Foams are gas
bubbles in a liquid, stabilized by surfactant molecules to
prevent the bubbles from coalescing, and typically with mm
or larger sized bubbles. Another soft amorphous solid can be
found in emulsions: these are composed of liquid droplets in
another immiscible liquid, again with surfactant molecules
needed for stabilization, and with droplet sizes ranging
from 10 nm up to a few hundred mm.2 In all of these examples,
by diluting the particles the material can lose its solid-like
properties: for example, adding water to a pile of shaving cream
will eventually change the pile of foam into a puddle with

bubbles. More technically, the yield stress for these materials is
a function of the volume fraction f: as the fraction of particles
in the volume is decreased, the material flows more easily. For
f 4 fc, the yield stress becomes nonzero, with critical volume
fraction fc depending on details of the system. When these
materials undergo the transition from liquid-like to solid-like
behavior, these materials share some similarities with glass
transition, where a liquid can be changed into an apparent
amorphous solid by either increasing f (equivalently, density)
or decreasing temperature.3

Previously Liu, Nagel, and coworkers3–5 presented the
jamming framework to unify these transitions from liquid into
solid. They suggested that in order to change a jammed system
into an unjammed one, there are three possible options:
increasing the temperature, decreasing the volume fraction,
and increasing the applied stress above the yield stress. This
can be restated as a conjecture that the yield stress is a
universal function of temperature and volume fraction.
Focusing just on particulate systems such as the ones
mentioned above, one would expect that granular materials,
foams, colloids, and emulsions would share a common fc (at
least if their particle size distributions are equivalent6).
However, it has long been noted that the ‘‘colloidal glass
transition’’ happens at fg = 0.58,7,8 and random close packing
of granular particles happens at fRCP = 0.639 (both situations
considering essentially monodisperse hard particles). For an
emulsion, a rheology experiment by Mason, Bibette, and
Weitz noted that there was evidence of solid-like behavior for
f Z fg, and then onset of a higher modulus for f Z fRCP.10
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The discrepancy in fc was directly addressed in simulations,11,12

which showed that rather than fc being a value that changed
smoothly from 0.58 to 0.63 depending on conditions, the
colloidal glass transition at fg and the jamming transition at
fRCP are distinct transitions with different physical origins. The
rationale is that systems with larger particles are athermal, and
thus have a jamming transition, whereas systems with smaller
particles are thermal and see a glass transition. For samples of
intermediate particle size, two transitions may be possible. A
prior study predicted that such phenomena can be observed
by measuring rheological performances of dense emulsion
samples from 1–10 mm.11 Indeed, the Mason et al. emulsion
results10 support this prediction qualitatively, using droplets
with mean diameter d = 1.1 mm. Overall, the thinking is that a
thermal system will have a glass transition at the lower volume
fraction fg, but that the particles do not need to touch until
they reach the higher volume fraction fRCP. For f 4 fRCP,
particles must deform,13–15 which is straightforward for emul-
sion droplets, so the rheological behavior for these large
volume fractions must be dominated by the physics of the
particle deformation (for example, surface tension effects for
deformed emulsion droplets). In contrast, for f o fRCP the
rheology is determined by the thermally driven glass transition,
for suitably thermal particles or droplets.

A series of experiments and simulations have explored the
possibility of two distinct transitions, using emulsions16–19 and
colloidal systems.20–23 Most experiments focus on rheological
measurements since the yield stress can be easily obtained
from a plot of stress as a function of strain.24 One set of
experiments studied thermosensitive PNIPAM colloidal
particles.21,22 These samples allow for the volume fraction to
be adjusted by changing the temperature. In the second of
these two papers (Basu et al.21), they measured the rheological
behavior of several samples and compared with their earlier
results (Nordstrom et al.22). Between the two papers, the
particle diameters ranged from 0.4 to 1.4 mm, to potentially
cover both thermal and athermal sizes; however, the large
particles used in the earlier study were softer than the smaller
particles used in the later study.21 The small particle samples
exhibited a glass transition with fc = 0.61 � 0.02, while the
large particle samples had a jamming transition with fJ = 0.635
� 0.003. For these samples, because the volume fraction and
particle size are changed at the same time (controlled by
temperature), the influence of thermal fluctuations changes
by nearly a factor of two from smallest to largest volume
fractions studied. Their experiments also used somewhat large
steps in volume fraction (E0.01 in ref. 22, E0.05 in ref. 21),
making it challenging to precisely identify the transition points
in the latter work.

In the recent work of Dinkgreve et al.,19 they study rheolo-
gical behaviors of athermal emulsions (diameter 3.2 mm) and
compare with earlier published emulsion data25 (diameters
0.5–1.5 mm) and earlier colloid data (diameter 0.37 mm). The
athermal samples had a yield stress for f 4 fJ E 0.64, and the
smaller particle samples all had yield stresses for f 4 fg E 0.58.
Nonetheless, they found all samples had similar scaling of their

rheological curves, independent of where their transition to a
yield stress was found. However, the large and small emulsion
samples used different oils (thus with different surface ten-
sions), so it was difficult to directly compare the rheological
data between the samples.

In this work we measure rheological behavior for both
monodisperse and bidisperse dense emulsions with droplet
diameters ranging from 1–2 mm, using same oil for the drop-
lets, same continuous phase fluid, and same surfactant for all
samples. We create our emulsions by using a seed-growth
technique.26 We use a weighing method to measure our
samples’ volume fractions, enabling consistent comparison
between samples. We observe that a yield stress appears above
fg = 0.58 for our samples with smaller droplet diameters
(d E 1 mm) and at fJ = 0.63 for our sample with the largest
droplet diameter (d E 2 mm). Using emulsions with identical
compositions, and changing the volume fraction while
maintaining a constant droplet size, enables us to directly
compare samples with identical properties apart from volume
fractions; and to compare results of droplets with different
diameters but otherwise identical composition. Our results show
that indeed two distinct transitions can be seen. Furthermore,
we find that a bidisperse sample composed of both small and
large droplets has comparable rheological behavior to samples
composed only of small droplets.

2 Experimental details
2.1 Samples

To prepare our 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM)
samples, we use a seeded-growth method26 to obtain TPM
emulsions at required size. First we add 1 ml (2 ml for larger
emulsions) TPM oil (3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate,
98% – Sigma-Aldrich) into 100 ml pre-made ammonia solution
(1 ml 2.8% ammonia diluted with distilled water) in a sealed
plastic beaker with a stir bar. We stir the solution at a high
speed (350 rpm) to hydrolyze the oil for 20 minutes, then lower
the stirring to 200 rpm to condense the oil monomers. After
that, every hour we add an additional 1 ml of TPM oil until the
droplets grow to our desired size. By diluting the ammonia
solution with distilled water (to lower the pH) and changing the
amount of added TPM oil, we can tune the final droplet size.
(Note that the pH has to be measured prior to injecting the TPM
oil.26) In this way we produce 10 ml quantities of emulsions
with fairly low polydispersity. We make samples with specific
droplet diameters, ranging from 1.0 to 2.1 mm; see Fig. 1. We
then add 0.5 wt% F108 (Synperonic F108 from Sigma-Aldrich)
and 5 mM sodium chloride to stabilize our samples.

To accurately measure the sizes of our particles, we poly-
merize a small portion of each sample by adding 90 ml of the
emulsion solution into preheated 100 ml 0.1 wt% 2,2-azobis
(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN) solution. We leave this mixture
in a 80 1C oven for at least 2 hours,26 resulting in solidified
particles due to polymerization of the TPM oil. We then image
these solid particles with a scanning electronic microscope
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(Topcon DS-150F Field Emission SEM); see Fig. 1. We use these
images to determine the diameters and polydispersity of our
samples. Previous studies suggested that the particles’ volumes
will shrink by about 7% after polymerization,26 corresponding
to a 2% reduction in diameter. To confirm that the emulsion
droplet diameters are comparable to what we measure with
SEM, we use differential dynamic microscopy (DDM) to
measure the emulsion droplets’ diameters indirectly.27 These
diameters are within 5% of the SEM results. We will report all
diameters based on the SEM data, which has smaller
uncertainty even considering the potential 2% systematic error,
that is, it is likely that the emulsion droplets are 2% larger than
the numbers we report.26 Our droplets are slightly polydisperse:
the standard deviation of their diameters divided by their mean
diameter ranges from 0.06 to 0.08. We do not ever observe our
droplets to organize into crystalline arrays.

From the initial emulsions, we produce a concentrated stock
emulsion by centrifuging our initial samples several times. A
series of samples with lower volume fractions are then made by
diluting portions of the initial samples with 0.5 wt% F108 and
5 mM sodium chloride in water. To measure the volume
fractions, each individual sample is weighted before and after
the evaporation of water to determine fw.28 As in prior work,25

we correct our volume fractions to take into account the
thickness h = 17.5 nm of the water film between two droplets
pressed together near fc, and a linear interpolation to h = 5.0 nm at
f = 1. This adjusts the volume fraction as f E fw(1 + 3h/2a)
using the measured fw and droplet radius a; these are the
volume fractions reported subsequently in this article. Note
that we use the values reported in ref. 25 for h; we do not have
an independent measurement of h. Due to the accuracy of our
weighing, our volume fractions are correct relative to each other
by �0.003, although the weighing method has an additional
systematic uncertainty of �0.02.28

2.2 Rheology

Our rheological experiments are conducted using an Anton
Paar MC302 rheometer. We study three monodisperse emul-
sions (dmean = 1.03, 1.16, and 2.03 mm) and one bidisperse
sample (dsmall = 1.06 mm, dlarge = 1.86 mm, with 1 : 1 ratio in
volume) at room temperature (25 1C). For each sample,

we perform a steady shear measurement with a 50 mm cone-
plate geometry (truncation height 53 mm, cone angle 1.011). A
solvent trap is used to minimize sample evaporation. A 50 mm
diameter rough bottom plate is used to eliminate slip at the
plate; the cone is not roughened. To provide a reproducible
initial condition, we pre-shear all samples with a 10 s�1 shear
rate for 30 s and then sit still for another 30 s. All measure-
ments are performed under room temperature. Sedimentation
and creaming of particles is negligible within our experimental
time scale.

3 Results

Fig. 2 shows the rheological curves (stress as a function of
strain rate) for two monodisperse samples (panels a and b) and
the bidisperse sample (panel c). For all three samples, steady

Fig. 1 TPM emulsions polymerized by AIBN and observed under SEM.
(a) A monodisperse sample with dmean = 1.16 mm. (b) Bidisperse sample
with diameters dsmall = 1.06 mm and dlarge = 1.86 mm. In both images, a few
unusually small particles are seen (diameters under 0.2 mm), which were
only observed after polymerization and which may be due to unreacted
TPM oil;26 these small particles are not seen using optical microscopy of
the emulsion samples pre-polymerization.

Fig. 2 Shear stress s plotted as a function of strain rate _g for (a) the
monodisperse sample with droplet diameter d = 2.03 mm, (b) the mono-
disperse sample with d = 1.16 mm, (c) the bidisperse sample with dsmall =
1.06 mm, dlarge = 1.86 mm. The curves are labeled by their volume fractions
f. The solid lines are fitting curves with the HB model (eqn (2)), and the
dotted lines are fitting with the TC model (eqn (3)).29 The red dashed lines
are guidelines that identify the transition between samples with and with-
out a yield stress. These dashed lines have a slope of 1 on the log–log plot,
so thus also indicate Newtonian behavior (s B _g) for some of the
rheological curves at large strain rate.
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shear measurements are performed with shear rates ranging
from _g = 102 to 10�3 s�1. For the lowest volume fractions, we see
Newtonian behavior (s B _g), although with the rheometer tool
used the stress dropped below the rheometer torque limit at
small strain rates, thus limiting our ability to measure the
viscosity. For high volume fractions f 4 fc we observe a yield
stress, signaled by a finite value of stress s as _g - 0. The
existence of this yield stress is consistent with previous
experiments.1,10,19

The curves of Fig. 2(a and b) show that the transition from
solid to liquid happens at different f values for these two
different monodisperse samples. For our large droplet sample
(dmean = 2.03 mm), f = 0.643 has a yield stress and f = 0.627
does not, indicating that the transition volume fraction fc lies
between these two values. This fc = 0.635 � 0.008 is similar to
results observed in granular systems.30 For our smaller droplet
sample (dmean = 1.16 mm), the data indicate fc o 0.575 E fg,
suggesting that this sample is glassy for f Z 0.575. Prior work
noted that it is hard to accurately compare volume fractions
between different publications which used different methods to
measure f,28 and as mentioned above all of our volume
fractions likely have a systematic uncertainty of �0.02 to
account for this. However, the key point is that we use a
consistent weight-measuring method for all of our samples
with a relative uncertainty of f as �0.003. In some prior work,
due to differing volume fraction measurement techniques, the
uncertainty for fc between different groups was as much as
�0.06, raising the possibility that one group could measure
fc = 0.58 and another group could measure fc = 0.63 and these
could potentially be equivalent.28 Here, since we use a consis-
tent method for determining f across all of our samples, we
have strong evidence that the solid-to-liquid transition occurs
at lower volume fraction for the smaller particles. This supports
the idea that smaller droplets have more significant thermal

fluctuations, resulting in a glass transition at a lower volume
fraction, whereas the larger droplets are more athermal.11

All the stress–strain data for f 4 fc is well fit with the
Herschel–Bulkley (HB) model:

s = sy + k _gn. (1)

These fits are the solid lines in Fig. 2. sy is the yield stress, k is
consistency index, and n is the flow index. The flow index n is
plotted as a function of volume fraction f in Fig. 3(a–d). For all
samples, n is close to 1 for the lower volume fractions (f E fc)
and then decreases for larger volume fractions, reaching
around n E 0.4–0.5 for the largest volume fractions we con-
sider. (We are unaware of any other data set with n varying so
strongly with f.) We also show the yield stress sy as the +
symbols in Fig. 3(m–p). As above, the samples composed of
smaller droplets shows a nonzero sy starting at f E 0.57
[Fig. 3(m and n)] while the sample composed of larger droplets
shows a nonzero sy starting at f E 0.64 [Fig. 3(p)]. Rather than
considering the consistency index k which has unusual units,
and anticipating a different fitting model, we rewrite the HB
equation as

s = sy + sy( _g/ _gc)n. (2)

Here we have replaced the fitting parameter k with _gc, which is a
characteristic strain rate scale that will be discussed below.

The different fitting model we next use to describe our data
is the ‘‘three-component’’ (‘‘TC’’) model,29 which has the form:

s = sy + sy( _g/ _gc)1/2 + Zbg _g. (3)

These fits are indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 2. Again, sy

is the yield stress, representing an elastic component for _g- 0;
the circles in Fig. 3(m–p) show that this yield stress is
quite similar to the HB fit data (+ symbols in those panels).

Fig. 3 The Herschel–Bulkley (HB) and three component (TC) model fitting parameters as a function of volume fraction f for monodisperse samples
with small droplets (two left columns), a bidisperse sample (third column), and large droplets (d = 2.03 mm, right column). (a–d) The HB n parameter.
(e–h) The TC background viscosity parameter Zbg. The green shaded regions indicate cases for which setting Zbg = 0 results in a less than 1% increase
in the least squares fitting error. (i–l) The TC and HB characteristic strain rate parameter _gc. The yellow shaded regions indicate cases for which setting
_gc - N results in a less than 1% increase in the least squares fitting error when fit with the TC model. (m–p) The yield stress sy from the two models.
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The second component is plasticity, with fit parameter _gc which
is the strain rate at which the contributions to the stress from
plasticity and elasticity are equal. The third component is
viscous behavior, with Zbg being the background viscosity –
presumably the viscosity of the continuous phase in our
emulsion samples, but in practice a third fitting parameter.
Fig. 2 shows that for both samples, the TC model and HB model
fit our original data nearly equally well, with less than 10%
difference in the least squares fitting error.

In addition to the yield stress, the remaining fitting para-
meters of the TC model are shown in Fig. 3(e–l). For the
monodisperse samples with small droplets [Fig. 3(e and f)] we
notice that above the jamming transition (f 4 0.64), Zbg can be
set to zero with essentially no change in the quality of the fit.
For situations where the error bar of Zbg does not exclude zero,
we do not plot a point, but rather indicate this by the shading in
Fig. 3(e–h). This vanishing of Zbg shows that viscous behavior
plays little role in the high volume fraction samples, at least for
the strain rates we can measure. The abrupt disappearance of
Zbg for f 4 0.65 may be related to a jamming transition within
the sample. This simplification of eqn (3), with just the first two
components, matches the prediction of the kinetic elastoplastic
model, which appropriately is expected to apply for jammed
materials.31,32 This rheological behavior has often been seen
in high volume fraction foams; see ref. 33 for a review. It
corresponds to the HB model with n = 1/2. Note that the values
of Zbg we find from the fitting are significantly larger than
the true background (continuous) phase viscosity (Zc = 1.5 �
10�3 Pa s), and likewise larger than the viscosity of the oil in the
droplets (Zd = 2.0 � 10�3 Pa s).

Similar to the transition in Zbg, we observe an abrupt
transition when plotting the TC fit parameter _gc as a function
of f in Fig. 3(i and j): for f o 0.61, the uncertainty of _gc

includes N, essentially setting the contribution of the plastic
term to zero. Again, where the uncertainty of _gc does not
exclude N, we do not plot a point, but rather indicate this by
the shading in Fig. 3(i, j and l). In this case the TC model
(eqn (3)) reduces to the Bingham model. For the HB model, _gc is
always finite. For the two samples with small droplets,
Fig. 3(e, f, i and j) show that there is a range of f for which
both plastic and viscous behavior coexist; both terms are
needed to describe the stress/strain data.

For the sample with larger droplets (right-most column of
Fig. 3), we also observe those abrupt changes in _gc and Zbg.
Interestingly, both of these changes happen at around same
volume fraction f E 0.69, suggesting there is no volume
fraction at which both plastic and viscous behaviors are obser-
vable in this athermal sample. By comparing the HB and TC
fitting parameters, we notice that both models suggest plastic
behavior dominates at high volume fractions (n E 0.5 and
Zbg = 0) and viscous behavior plays a more important role for
samples close to the glass transition (n E 1 and _gc - N).

Finally, for the bidisperse sample (red data, third column of
Fig. 3) we see behavior mostly similar to the two samples with
smaller droplets. The similarities include that Zbg vanishes at
f E 0.63, and sy is nonzero for f \ 0.59. We do not see any

range for which the TC fit parameter _gc can be neglected, in
contrast with the other three samples.

To compare with the simulation predictions from Ikeda
et al.,11 we plot sy as a function of f for all our samples in
Fig. 4(a). As we observe no distinct differences between the yield
stresses obtained by HB and TC model, for simplicity, we use
the HB sy. In our experiment, for the small droplet diameter
samples (1.03, 1.16 mm), the yield stress only weakly depends on
f for high f. A more significant change in sy is seen around
f E 0.65, although sy still remains nonzero until f t 0.58.
This qualitatively resembles Ikeda et al.’s ‘‘glass’’ simulation
data shown in Fig. 4(b). In contrast, our large diameter droplet
sample (2.03 mm) has a yield stress which starts to decrease
rapidly at higher volume fraction (at around f E 0.70), and sy

disappears at f o 0.643. These results show that the critical
solid-to-liquid transition happens at different volume fractions
depending on particles’ size. For the simulations, the sy data
overlap for f \ 0.66 whereas for our experiment, overlap is
only see for f \ 0.70.

To characterize the difference between ‘‘large athermal’’ and
‘‘small thermal’’ particles, Ikeda et al. considered the effective
temperature Teff = kBT/e, where e represents an energy scale
related to the particle stiffness.11 This effective temperature
characterizes how easy it is for thermal fluctuations to deform
particles, thus allowing them to slip past one another. In our
experiment, we measure the TPM surface tension using the
pendant drop method (Dropometer, made by Dropletlab). We
measure the surface tension to be S = 3 mN m�1, which is

Fig. 4 (a) The yield stress sy as a function of volume fraction f for our
experimental data; each set of data is labeled by the mean droplet
diameter. The red asterisk data are for the bidisperse sample, labeled by
the two mean droplet diameters. The effective temperature ranges from
Teff = 5� 10�6 for the d = 1.03 mm sample to 1.3� 10�6 for the d = 2.03 mm
sample; see text for details. The dashed lines are exponential fit curves sy =
s0eCf with s0 = 3� 10�17 Pa, C = 60 for small particles and s0 = 2� 10�21 Pa,
C = 70 for the larger particles.34 (b) Simulation results from ref. 11. As f is
decreased, the system goes through the jamming transition at around
0.64, with an abrupt drop in yield stress. After that, it will stay in a glassy
regime, with only a moderate decrease of the yield stress until it reaches
the glass transition point fg E 0.58, at which point the yield stress
vanishes.11 The red dashed line represents the T = 0 limit (for large,
athermal particles). For the black curves, the effective temperature varies
by factors of ten, ranging from the top black curve (‘‘Fluid,’’ Teff = 10�4) to
the bottom black curve (‘‘Glass,’’ Teff = 10�7). sy has been nondimensio-
nalized in a way similar to our mechanical yield stress [see Fig. 5(b)].
(Reprinted figure with permission from Ikeda, Berthier, and Sollich, Phys.
Rev. Lett., 2012, 109, 018301.11 Copyright 2012 by the American Physical
Society.).
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consistent with previous work.35 We assume the deformation
energy e = Sd2, which should be the correct order of
magnitude.12 Using this we get kBT/e = (5.2 � 20.0) � 10�6 for
our largest to smallest droplets, lying in the crossover regime
predicted by the simulation.11 The main qualitative difference
between our results [Fig. 4(a)] and the simulation results
[Fig. 4(b)] is that our large droplet sample depends more
strongly on volume fraction for f 4 fJ: a fairly smooth
decrease in sy by several orders of magnitude is seen as f
decreases from 0.77 to 0.65.

A more cautious approach suggests that the effective
temperature may be larger than the above considerations.
The total surface energy of a droplet is Spd2, but thermal
fluctuations need not create these droplets from nothing;
rather, the concept is that the particles can move past one
another due to thermal fluctuations resulting in slight size
changes. Conserving the volume of a droplet, a decrease in
diameter Dd along one axis results in an increase along the
other axes of Dd/2 (assuming the diameter fluctuations are
small, Dd { d). This results in a change of droplet surface area
by DA B (Dd)2. If a diameter fluctuation Dd/d = 0.1 is sufficient
to allow a droplet to move past another – and thus for the
sample to flow – then the necessary surface energy change is of
order e = 0.01pSd2, a factor of 30 smaller than our earlier
estimate of e = Sd2. This suggests our effective temperatures
may be in the range kBT/e = (1.7 � 6.4) � 10�4.

The Péclet number is another important dimensionless
parameter to quantify the relative importance of thermal and
imposed motion. The Péclet number is defined as Pe = _gtT = _g �
3pZcd3/kBT, where tT is the time scale for a droplet to diffuse its
own radius (in a dilute sample), Zc is the viscosity of the
continuous phase solvent, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the experimental temperature (room temperature), and d is the
diameter of our particles.12,21 It represents how important the
shear motions are comparing to thermal motion: the larger the
Pélect number, the less thermal the system is. In our experi-
ments, we changed droplet sizes by a factor of 2, which leads to
a factor of 8 change in Pe. For our small samples (d = 1.03 and
1.16 mm samples), Pe = 2� 10�2–2� 102, which covers a similar
range as Basu’s experiment.21 For our large sample (d =
2.03 mm), Pe = 1.6 � 10�1–1.6 � 103. Having Pe B O(1) suggests
thermal motion will play a role in our experiments,12 although
with a caveat: our samples, at high volume fraction, do
not freely diffuse. If we were to use the modified Péclet
number Pe* based on the effective diffusivity, we would find
Pe* B (103–104)Pe,36 implying more athermal behavior. Similar
to prior computational work,11 for our small droplet samples in
the range fg o f o fJ, we see n E 1 and thus approximately
Newtonian behavior for large Pe.

As noted above, the yield stress of our bidisperse sample
with droplet diameters 1.06 mm and 1.86 mm behave similarly to
the two small droplet size monodisperse samples [Fig. 4(a)].
This suggests that in a bidisperse sample, the small droplets
dominate the rheological behavior. This seems sensible: the
glass transition should be induced by the thermal motion of
the small particles. In our bidisperse sample, the two droplets

have equal volume fractions within the sample; it is an open
question as to how much of the smaller droplet is necessary to
see a glass transition.

For samples with f 4 fc, we fit the yield stress data to an
exponential growth model; see the straight lines in Fig. 4(a).
These fits are just to the data where the growth of sy appears
roughly linear on this semilog plot, so 0.58 r f r 0.64 for the
small diameter emulsion sample and 0.64 r f r 0.70 for the
large diameter emulsion sample. In our experiments, the yield
stress grows with volume fraction more strongly when increasing
particle’s diameter, from sy B C1e60f to sy B C2e70f. These fits are
consistent with the entropic barrier hopping model suggested by
Kobelev and Schweizer,34 despite slight differences in the expo-
nent (sy B e40f for them). Consistent with their prediction, the
larger the particles are, the more abruptly sy will decrease with f.
The prefactors have values C1 = 3� 10�17 and C2 = 2 � 10�21, and
are not assigned any physical meaning.34

To further understand how the yield stress changes with
volume fraction, we consider three additional data sets from
prior literature. Two data sets are taken from Mason, Bibette,
and Weitz who studied silicon oil in water emulsions using
both steady and oscillatory shear.25 These emulsions were
stabilized by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and employed the
fractionation method to produce fairly monodisperse samples
with droplet diameters between 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm; the surface
tension was S = 9.8 mN m�1. They investigated the yield stress
of their samples. They concluded that their samples had a size-
independent transition which they called a glass transition at
f = 0.58. The third data set is from Dinkgreve et al.17–19 who
studied castor oil in water emulsions using steady shear,
similar to our experiments. Their samples had a larger mean
droplet diameter, d = 3.2 mm, and the surface tension was
1.5 mN m�1; the droplet size was intentionally chosen to be in
the athermal regime. The large athermal droplets had a liquid-
to-solid jamming transition at f = 0.64. In ref. 19 they also
examined the earlier data of Mason, Bibette, and Weitz,25 and
found that all the data (both thermal and athermal droplet
sizes) fit well into an identical master curve for f 4 fc, albeit
with different fc values for the different droplet sizes.

We compare these prior data sets to our emulsion data
Fig. 5. To better understand how thermal motion and particle
deformation affect our system, here we define a nondimen-
sional thermal yield stress sT = syd3/kBT and a nondimensional
mechanical yield stress s0 = syd/S.12 Our data are the red
symbols, and the literature data are the blue symbols, as
indicated by the legend in Fig. 5(b). In all cases, the effective
temperature is small (kBT/e { 1). Neither the thermal yield
stress [Fig. 5(a)] nor the mechanical yield stress [Fig. 5(b)]
collapse the data perfectly.

The thermal yield stress comparison is based on a simple
idea, that the modulus of a solid should scale as kBT/d3 for a
sample made of components with inter-particle distance d12,37 –
indeed, this is the basic reason that ‘‘soft matter’’ composed of
micron-sized objects is softer than ‘‘hard matter’’ made of atoms
with nanometer spacing. This also should be the relevant yield
stress for the glass transition, as at f = fg E 0.58, the droplets do
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not need to touch each other and certainly do not need to
deform. Thus, the surface tension should be irrelevant at this
volume fraction, and the influence of thermal motion should
dominate the yield stress, which is essentially why the glass
transition is regarded as only present for thermal particles. The
thermal yield stress somewhat collapses the data, with the
outliers being the smallest diameter droplets (d = 0.5 mm data
from ref. 25). However, even with our own data, the thermal yield
stress varies by an order of magnitude for constant f. The largest
droplet samples (the red diamonds with d = 2.03 mm and the
blue diamonds with d = 3.2 mm) agree reasonably well with the
other data for f4 0.64, that is, the volume fractions where these
large droplet samples have a yield stress – but this is not the
range where we would expect the best collapse for the thermal
yield stress.

Close to fg, we have syd3/kBT = O(101) for our samples [red
symbols in Fig. 5(a)]. Earlier experiments with hydrogel particles
found this to be O(100) for small (d E 0.5 mm) softer particles
and O(102) for larger (d E 1.5 mm) harder particles.21,22 Given the
variability of the earlier results, it is not surprising we are of
similar order of magnitude.

In Fig. 5(b) we plot the mechanical yield stress; the idea is
that the yield stress is due to the surface tension for f4 fRCP =
0.64 as at these volume fractions, the droplets be deformed.
The surface energy of that deformation gives rise to the
macroscopic elastic response, and in general the deformation
surface energy greatly exceeds the thermal energy kBT for f 4
fRCP.13,15 At or slightly above the yield stress these slight
deformations are sufficient to allow droplets to move past
one another and the sample can flow. Essentially, using the

mechanical stress is equivalent to the simulation prediction
from Fig. 4(b) where the data from all five curves collapse for
f \ 0.66 – above this point, for our experiment, all yield
stresses should be set by the mechanical yield stress. Our
samples indeed collapse fairly well for f \ 0.72 [red symbols
in Fig. 5(b)]. All of the data (ours and the literature data)
collapse fairly well even for lower volume fractions, with the
sole exception being our large droplet sample with d = 2.03 mm.
The agreement of our samples at high volume fractions is
sensible as the droplets are moderately deformed in all cases,
and thus a yield stress more strongly determined by the surface
tension.38 It is possible that the disagreement at lower volume
fractions is another sign that our large droplet sample has a
jamming transition rather than a glass transition, but in that
case it is surprising that the still larger d = 3.2 mm sample from
Dinkgreve et al. collapses with the smaller droplet data rather
than our large droplet data. To summarize Fig. 5, it is worth
noting that for our own data at least, kBT and S are constant, so
the difference between the two scalings is a factor of d3 in (a)
and d1 in (b).

4 Conclusions

We have studied the rheological behavior of concentrated
emulsions over a range of droplet sizes and volume fractions,
finding evidence of both a thermal-like glass transition at fg E
0.58 and an athermal-like jamming transition at fJ E 0.64. For
the samples with a glass transition, the yield stress becomes
nonzero for f 4 fg, while for samples without a glass transi-
tion, we do not measure a nonzero yield stress until f4 fJ. The
glass transition is observable in our samples with smaller
droplet diameters (d E 1 mm), whereas our sample with the
largest diameter (d = 2.03 mm) is the case with only a jamming
transition. We additionally find evidence that our samples with
a glass transition also have a jamming transition at fJ. This is
marked by a dramatic rise of the yield stress by about two
orders of magnitude and a disappearance of the viscous
component from the three-component (TC) model fit
(eqn (3)). Intriguingly, the ‘‘athermal’’ sample with only a
jamming transition shows a transition of a different sort
around f E 0.70, where the TC model fit transitions from
needing only a viscous component (fo 0.70) to needing only a
plastic component (f 4 0.70). Of course, it is possible that the
apparently missing components simply mean that we cannot
measure them with the resolution of our rheometer; in
particular, the viscous component may simply have moved to
shear rates faster than our ability to measure, as certainly the
limiting behavior for _g - N must be viscous.39

The key advantages of our experiments are that we use one
type of particle for all measurements, emulsion droplets of the
same oil in water, so that the particle interaction does not
change as we change the droplet size; we have a consistent
means of measuring the volume fraction across all samples;
and we vary volume fraction while keeping our droplet size
fixed (in contrast to hydrogel particles, for example ref. 21).

Fig. 5 (a) The yield stress as a function of f, with yield stress nondimen-
sionalized by the thermal energy kBT. (b) The yield stress as a function of f,
with yield stress nondimensionalized by the oil–water surface tension S.
The legend indicates the droplet diameter d and the source of the data, if
not our work.19,25 For our bidisperse sample, we use d = 1.06 mm to scale
the data, consistent with this sample appearing rheologically similar to our
other two samples with d E 1 mm.
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A concern might be that we do not have a sample with only a
glass transition, and not a jamming transition. However, as per
Fig. 4(b), our samples have deformable droplets and the volume
fraction can always be increased well above fJ, and thus we
should always see a jamming transition around fJ once the
droplets begin to deform – which indeed is what is suggested by
our data in Fig. 4(a).

Prior simulations by Olsson and Teitel found that the
rheological curves for soft particles near jamming could be
rescaled onto master curves (one curve for jammed samples, a
second curve for unjammed samples).40,41 Given that our data
are well-fit with both the HB and TC models – but with varying
power law exponent n (HB model) or other fitting coefficients
(TC model), we have not presented a data collapse of the raw
rheological data shown in Fig. 2. To the extent that the HB and
TC models are reasonable fits, the dependence of the fitting
parameters on f shows that our data do not follow a master
curve. This is in contrast with some prior experimental work
with hydrogel particles, for which n E 0.5 was essentially
constant, allowing for a good data collapse.21,22 In contrast to
our work, these soft hydrogel particles only had one transition
(probably a glass transition12,21) as their volume fraction was
increased, even to well above fRCP. The range of Péclet number
was similar between their work and our work, although our
largest particles reach a Pe more than an order of magnitude
larger than their work.12 The deformability of hydrogel particles
is not due to surface tension; it is somewhat due to the elasticity
of the particles, but with additional complications intrinsic to
their polymeric nature.42,43 Nonetheless one might expect that
at fg the hydrogel particles would not yet be deformed and that
their rheological behavior would change for f 4 fJ after
deformations are mandatory; this was not seen.21,22 Another
interesting difference is that our yield stresses increase by three
to four orders of magnitude as we increase f (see for example
Fig. 4), in agreement with the early work of Mason and Weitz,10

whereas the hydrogel particles saw an increase of only one
order of magnitude over a similar range of f.21 Comparing with
our work, these interesting differences suggest that liquid-to-
solid transitions as the volume fraction is increased may be non-
universal in ways beyond the size-dependent glass transition/
jamming transition distinction; that the particle type (hard
colloid, soft hydrogel, emulsion droplet) matters as well.12 A
plausible other explanation is that if similar rheological studies
were done with larger hydrogel particles one could see a jam-
ming transition.12
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